PARENT CUE

James 1:19 | MAR 14 | Week TWO
LISTEN

THE TEXT | James 1:19; Proverbs 18:3; Mark 10:46-52; Psalm 10:17

PLAY |

MAD GABS | Using the list included or a quick google search, take turns reading MAD GABS and guessing what is being

said. Break into teams and compete or just do it for fun.

SHARE

| Share about a time where you put your foot in your mouth?

DISCUSS |Read Mark 10:46-52 and discuss:






What stands out to you?
What does it reveal about God?
What does this tell us about our nature?
What do you like/dislike about this verse?
What do you need to do about
this truth this week?
Use the above questions to discuss any of the Scriptures listed
at the top of this CUE.

LISTEN


Do you feel heard by people?



How good of a listener are you?



What bad listening habits do you have?

4H’s OF LISTENING
HISTORY HEART
HABITS HURTS
1. READ James 1:19
2. How do you see Jesus modeling
the 4 H’s of listening?
3. Which of the 4 H’s comes easiest
for you? Hardest?
4. Who will you chose to listen to
this week? How will you initiate
a conversation?

PRAY |
Quickly discuss, as a family, who you feel God calling you to B.L.E.S.S. Pray that God give you opportunity to listen to
their story, their hearts, and their hurts this week.

PARENTING
CHECK |
Sometimes it can be a struggle to get our kids to listen! Listening starts with us. How well do you listen
to your kids. Listen to their heart, their habits, and their hurts. Often, as parents we are so busy
fixing and protecting, we forgo really listening.

PARENT CUE

MAD GABS
Cut these out or write them on cards, and take turns reading and guessing.
Make teams and play as a game, or just have some fun. More MAD GABS
can easily be found online.
MAD GABS

ANSWERS

Ache Inks High Sped

A King sized bed

Ail Huck Each Arm

A lucky charm

Honey Duck Hiss

I need a kiss

Pretty Shack Scent

British Accent

Ape Hand Hub Hair

A panda bear

Ease Ace Life Ox

He's a sly fox

Easel Aid Ease Man

He's A Lady's Man

Wander Her Womb Hen

Wonder women

Abe Less Sing

A blessing

